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ABSTRACT

The Covid-19 Pandemic changed the banking credit climate that affected financial stability and Indonesia's economic growth, as measured using the development of the Ed Waves Index model through time series data from the Financial Statements of Bank Indonesia in 1950 – 2021, which found that the banking credit climate Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic was pressure between 1.4 Amplitude to 3.5 Amplitude and the financial cycle wave was pressure between 2.0 Amplitude to -0.3 Amplitude, while during Covid-19 Pandemic, the banking credit climate was pressure between -1.1 Amplitude to -2.1 Amplitude, while the financial cycle wave was pressure between -2.0 Amplitude to -2.7 Amplitude, with different implications for financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia.

INTRODUCTION

Banking credit was under serious pressure during Covid-19 Pandemic, because both the large scale business sector and small scale business sector felt the inconsistency of income in business and financial activities. Inconsistency in the business sector has an impact on banking performance by increasing Non Performing Loans (NPL), changing capital levels and measures of banking health which have an impact on financial flows in Indonesia.
The relationship between business and banking activities cannot be separated, for banking sector, financial performance is a responsibility from Central Bank through the financial intermediary function, on the other hand as part of government and society to maintain of financial activities process (Aizenman, 2009; Alp et al, 2014). This relationship occurs through the amount of credit disbursed by banks to society, which has an impact on equitable financial circulation, as a target of Bank Indonesia such as increasing financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia.

Economic growth and financial circulation from banking credit activities make financial cycle work optimally, through appropriate policy control from government on macroeconomic variable pressures in particular, and microeconomic variables in general, making Indonesia's financial stability and economic growth better (Naiggolan et al, 2021; Basmar et al, 2021b). Financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia as a developing country are in line with the rapid lending by banking sector, which aims to make government sectors use finance optimally and efficiently in developing advice and infrastructure for financial flow process in Indonesia (Anglopoulou et al, 2009; Jony et al, 2021).

Measurement of financial flows is not in line with the phenomena by the relationship between bank credit, financial cycles, financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia. Controversy occurs when credit disbursed amount to increase financial activity is not commensurate with the financial cycle movement in Indonesia. The bank credit distribution to the real sector is in accordance with Indonesia's status as a developing country, but this condition can affect the banks performance, placing negative pressure on the financial cycle movement because credit distribution is not based on a good credit process. The gap of damage resulted in financial cycles wave in a strong depression with several periods causing a financial crisis in Indonesia. (Siswanti et al, 2020; Zaman et al, 2021).

Despite the ability of the financial sector to release heavy pressures with a large amount of time and cost, Indonesia is difficult to overcome financial pressures, both internal and external financial pressures causing Indonesia's finances to be very sensitive, as a result of financial stability is difficult to move within normal limits (Agenor et al, 2000; Irdawati et al 2021). The Covid-19 Pandemic presence as a financial stability test in Indonesia, including global financial stability, Indonesia's slump in changing conditions is a question of whether the financial cycle can survive during Covid-19 Pandemic (Marzuki et al, 2021; Basmar et al, 2021c). Therefore, measuring the financial cycle stability during Covid-19 Pandemic will show Indonesia's ability to manage financial activities, through the banking sector performance, especially in bank credit terms, which determines government performance through policies implemented during Covid-19 pandemic, in particular to maintain finance stability and economic growth in Indonesia.

RESEARCH METHODS

This research is development of Ed Waves Index model as a novelty in this study (Basmar et al, 2017). The measurement is carried out through filtering macroeconomic variables that affect the financial cycle, to changes in credit distribution pre and during Covid-19 Pandemic. Data collection from 1950 to 2021 during Covid-19 Pandemic, data is grouped in time series with quarterly, data obtained from reports by Bank Indonesia, but there are several reports from other agencies that are considered appropriate to this research. The research presentation using quantitative descriptive through findings and economic phenomena in Indonesia for more precise and comprehensive measurement results. The research objectives can be used for the financial sector to determine policies related to changes in financial movements through financial cycle waves optimally.
State of art originated in Classical economy through a balance between credit distribution and financial cycle as final of research, through Keynesian thinking in decision-making process towards the goals of financial stability and economic growth (Rahmadana et al, 2021; Siagian et al, 2020). This basic principle is the initial limitation of study, which describes balance concept of climate change in banking credit distribution to economic growth through financial performance on the financial cycle movement, therefore the operational definition of bank credit and the financial cycle is described in the following equation:

\[ \varphi = \theta \] (1)

Equation 1, refers to the economy balance(Classical Stream), where \( \varphi \) shows changes in the credit climate channeled by banks, while \( \theta \) is a technique of economic balance through the movement of waves in the financial cycle. The development of Ed Waves Index model through filtering Equation 1, to find specifications of banking credit climate that has a significant influence on financial cycle balance, this development can be clearly seen in the following equation:

\[ \varphi = \sum (\sigma + \varphi + \theta) \] (2)

Equation 2, describes the credit variable elaboration which is the Ed Waves Index model development as a normal filtering of variables. Equation 2 is described using credit elements such as investment credit (\( \sigma \)), working capital credit (\( \varphi \)), and consumption credit (\( \theta \)). The definition describes the financial credit wave movement as a stage of pressure transformation to financial cycle wave, this concept is described in the following equation:

\[ \varphi_{nor} = \sum \sigma_{1>0>-1} + \varphi_{1>0>-1} + \theta_{1>0>-1} \] (3)

Equation 3, represents the credit element that shows financial cycle waves moving normally and can be measured easily through credit activity. Equation 3 also can be used as a detecting method of credit climate movement from changes affect pressure, this can be identified through 2 main elements as shown in the following equation:

1. The Banking Credit Climate Contaminated by Internal Pressure

\[ \varphi_{in} = \sum (\sigma + \varphi + \theta)_{1<\infty} \] (4)

Equation 4, shows credit pressure moving through internal pressure contamination above the normal credit wave. The pressure elaboration makes the financial cycle follow changes in credit pressure, through changes in macroeconomic and microeconomic elements partially or simultaneously with the severity of the pressure blow reaching a significant point.

2. The Banking Credit Climate Contaminated by External Pressure

\[ \varphi_{eks} = \sum (\sigma + \varphi + \theta)_{-1<\infty} \] (5)

Equation 5, describes credit pressure contaminated by external pressure with a wave pattern movement below the normal credit wave, which is influenced by changes in macroeconomic and microeconomic elements partially or simultaneously. The wave crash can reach the point of an acute
financial depression, making the pressure stronger elaboration to influence the financial cycle movement following the pressure on bank credit.

The credit culmination is caused by changes in government policy and is in accordance with Keynesian thought. Therefore, in an effort to neutralize pressure due to changes in banking credit climate both internally and externally, the effects of financial cycle movement on the credit climate changes must be maintained properly, the following equation describes the pressure measurement in financial cycle as follows:

\[ \vartheta = \lambda \] (6)

Equation 6, explains the significance of the financial cycle movement where financial movements are influenced by amount of money in circulation (\( \lambda \)), as a measurement of financial activity through financial stability and economic growth, Therefore, the synchronization of the banking credit wave movement can be described by the following equation:

\[ \lambda = \sum (\mu + \eta + \upsilon) \] (7)

Equation 7, clearly shows that financial cycle is very sensitive to economy changes, in this case, the pressure from real financial sector which describes the economic growth process in the money supply terms, such as deposits (\( \mu \)), demand deposits (\( \eta \)), and deposits (\( \upsilon \)). Therefore, the economy will grow normally through financial elements movement such as following equation:

\[ \vartheta_{nor} = \sum \mu_{1>0} + \eta_{1>0} + \upsilon_{1>0} \] (8)

Equation 8, refers to credit wave pressure value with assumption that financial cycle will absorb bank credit wave pressure, where bank credit represents economic growth. This economic growth effort is measured through the pressure effect on money supply which can identify the financial cycle wave movement, as shown in the following equation:

\[ \vartheta_+ = \sum \mu_{1<\infty} + \eta_{1<\infty} + \upsilon_{1<\infty} \] (9)

Equation 9, shows the financial cycle movement in the positive zone through the significant influence of elements of economic growth, therefore, equations such as the motion and direction between bank credit pressure and financial cycle wave, synergize partially or simultaneously with economic growth.

\[ \vartheta_- = \sum \mu_{-1<\infty} + \eta_{-1<\infty} + \upsilon_{-1<\infty} \] (10)

The measurement concept of Equation 10, shows that when banking credit pressures contract strongly, the growth element behaviour will have an effect, therefore, bank credit pressures and financial cycle waves also have same pressure and synergize in negative movement areas.

The illustration from Equation 1 to Equation 10 shows the complexity of measuring the climate change in banking credit to the financial cycle waves, therefore, this measurement can
explain the pressures that will identify significant effects on financial stability or economic growth in Indonesia, pre and during Covid-19 Pandemic.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study has found that changes in the financial cycle movement are contaminated with pressures from financial indicators changes, overall the waves move dynamically both on bank credit pressures and financial cycle waves. The development of the two waves occurs through different cultures through the binding elements between credit pressure and financial cycle. The description of attachments such as the effects of movements, patterns and implications is quite different and then has an impact on financial stability and economic growth. Most of the credit waves moved through the negative pressure frequency Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic, this shows that credit for developing countries such as Indonesia requires a large amount of credit. Under these conditions, the credit wave was not dominated by negative movements in financial stability level, however, there was a pattern indicating the waves frequency with positive pressure, credit effectiveness showed the macroeconomic and microeconomic elements performance synergizing with the government sector activities to work optimally. Therefore, this pressure has a positive impact on the economic growth process for Indonesia as a developing country.

There was a significant change in the wave when Covid-19 Pandemic penetrated in Indonesian economy, credit pressure moves in wave frequency to depreciate significantly, this condition shows that credit distribution in Indonesia has a deep pressure level, then have an impact on macroeconomic and microeconomic pressures, Therefore, credit pressure during Covid-19 Pandemic had a negative impact on financial cycle and there is no effect on economic growth, as shown in Figure 1 below:

![Figure 1. The Banking Credit Movements and Financial Cycle Activities in Indonesia](source: Data Processed 2021)

Figure 1 explains that Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic financial cycle wave had maximum pressure fluctuations in economic activity. This indicates that financial cycle wave respects the bank credit impact in a positive manner, means that every sector has utilized bank credit effectively and efficiently. The wave movement has a positive effect on financial stability, but there is a frequency
of financial cycle waves which is slightly lower than other waves in a certain period, which means that bank credit growth is not working optimally through downward pressure from the growth line, even though this condition does not have a significant impact on changes in economic growth.

Changes in the financial cycle wave during Covid-19 Pandemic in Indonesia as a developing country were very significant, fluctuations in the wave did not show that financial activity was positively identified. The decline in bank credit function has caused a financial cycles wave to be indicated as a mini financial crisis, which resulted in inefficiency of financial activities due to the Covid-19 Pandemic influence, such as changes in financial and business behavior which had an impact on financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia. Identify credit waves and financial cycles during Covid-19 Pandemic, has changed financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia, become a cultured period through various measures such as indicators, pressures, causal factors, relationships and concepts of change to the measurement model, which are presented in Table 1 below:

Table 1. Measurement Results of Banking Credit Pressure on Financial Cycle in Indonesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Covid 19</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1.4 A</td>
<td>1.7 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{In}$ Wave Up +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varphi$</td>
<td>2.1 A</td>
<td>-0.3 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{Eks}$ Wave Up -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>3.5 A</td>
<td>2.0 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{In}$ Wave Up +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covid 19</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>-1.1 A</td>
<td>-2.2 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{Eks}$ Wave Down -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>-1.9 A</td>
<td>-2.7 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{Eks}$ Wave Down -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\upsilon$</td>
<td>-2.1 A</td>
<td>-2.0 A</td>
<td>$\lambda_{In}$ Wave Down -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed 2021

Table 1 shows that the overall movement of credit indicators in the Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic had a positive frequency pressure, with the lowest point at 1.4 Amplitude, because most of the credit was used to drive macroeconomic and microeconomic indicators to increase financial activity and maintain financial stability in Indonesia as a developing country. The effect of the movement has an impact on financial cycles wave that is similar to credit pressure with a dominance of positive pressure, although there is negative pressure with a low point at -0.3 Amplitude. This condition indicates that bank credit effects can be perfectly absorbed in economic sector activities as an economic development process. Although some credit distributions are indicated as Non Performing Loan in banking sector, but in the economic growth process it does not have a significant impact.

The pressure factor during Covid-19 Pandemic resulted in the banking credit indicator having received a significant shock, as a result the credit wave was dominated by negative pressure frequency with highest pressure of -2.1 Amplitude. All credit indicators and macroeconomic elements received a negative stimulation during Covid-19 Pandemic, resulting in the financial stability process in a wait and see condition for Covid-19 Pandemic changes. The wait and see from banking credit indicator pressure has an impact on financial cycle wave which has been under heavy pressure in recent periods. This condition is formed by the dominance of negative pressure with highest pressure -2.7 Amplitude. The conditions indicate that credit is under heavy pressure through Non Performing Loans in the banking sector, due to the significant damage from Covid-19 Pandemic which resulted in financial instability and reduced economic growth in Indonesia.
The credit pressure implications that have been adapted by changes in financial cycle wave Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic have a positive effect on changes in financial stability. As a developing country, the high demand for credit causes financial sector to function well in the economy, and financial circulation creates a system of relations between sectors that have positive synergy. The large amount of credit has no effect on macroeconomic activity due to stable inflation and interest rates. As a result, financial volatility and financial cycles were also stable, while macroeconomic activity increased financial turnover from other countries. The High trust from other countries in the Indonesian economy has resulted in increased financial circulation and supported by investor confidence in Indonesia's ability to develop has had an impact on increasing investment in Indonesia (Basmar et al, 2021).

Financial stability Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic was relatively stable, but in certain periods there were heavy pressures such as economic crisis caused by exchange rate and financial crisis due to Subprime mortgage crisis, but this condition made financial stability improve in Indonesia, especially banking health level in credit (Damanik et al, 2021a). The implications of a stable economy such as the economic sector being optimal, the strength of economic growth from the crisis made Indonesia a strong developing country compared to other Asian countries, this makes developed countries to invest in Indonesia, despite fluctuating economic growth, this condition does not have a negative effect on financial circulation and Indonesia's economic growth. The implications of financial cycle during Covid-19 Pandemic are inversely proportional to the financial stability condition and economic growth Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic. This situation shows that financial stability Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic was very fragile, the government's concept of strengthening the banking sector, especially banking credit regulation was inefficient, all business sectors were under significant financial pressure, the increase in Non Performing Loan became a normal phenomenon for banks in Indonesia.

This situation is due to diminishing financial activity through reduced public spending and efforts to adapt the impact of Covid-19 Pandemic changes, in addition, the government suppressed Covid-19 Pandemic transfer by establishing a Pemberlakuan Pembatasan Kegiatan Masyarakat (PPKM) policy, making financial stability very depressed and identified as a mini financial crisis in Indonesia's economic activity. This relationship has an impact on economic growth process, the Covid-19 Pandemic has made Indonesian economy grow in a negative condition, activities in growth sector are not working optimally, meanwhile, trade relations with other countries are not the best alternative to increase economic investment in Indonesia. This has an impact on weakening economic growth, therefore financial allocations in developing vital sectors are more important to prevent Covid-19 Pandemic spread and other sectors must work in the prudence concept, because the spreading process is still happening, even though the government has promoted policies in anticipation of the Covid-19 Pandemic, the goal is that national and international financial and economic conditions do not have an impact on financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia.

CONCLUSION

Changes in the banking credit climate Pre-Covid-19 Pandemic had a positive influence, through bank credit pressures between 1.4 Amplitude to 3.5 Amplitude, the wave of the financial cycle moved 2.0 Amplitude to -0.3 Amplitude and had a positive impact on financial stability and economic growth. Changes in the banking credit climate during Covid-19 Pandemic showed a negative impact, through bank credit pressures between -1.1 Amplitude to -2.1 Amplitude, the wave
of the financial cycle moved -2.0 Amplitude to -2.7 Amplitude and had a negative impact on financial stability and economic growth in Indonesia.
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